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İçindekiler 

1. Proje Özeti (Proje Tanımı)  

Corn / maize is the main role of food and feeds need fulfillment in Indonesia. To plant a corn, 

several methods have been tried. Corn planting tools that used by farmers are still very simple and 

traditional, namely by using a single or scatter method. This method of planting takes a very long time. 

Several innobations have been made to simplify the planting process but sveral problems also often 

show such as the number of seeds that planted in 1 hole, and many others. Form these problems an 

innovation was made, namely ApCP (Autopilot Corn Planting). ApCP is an automatic corn seed 

planting tool with a remot control system, equipped with GPS and automatically carries out the 

planting process. Trough a mobile application, we can input the field data, see the route that ApCP 

will move and also see how far our machine has worked. This machine also has 4 punch wheel that 

will plant on 4 lanes at once at once in the fields. ApCP is able to make 5 cm hole depth and filled it 

with 2 seeds of corn with spacing of 20 x 60 cm. ApCP also have aditional function that is for 

watering. With this innovation, the corn planting process will get a lot faster without requiring a lot of 

labor. 

2. Problem/Sorun: 

Corn is the second national food crop commodity in Indonesia after rice which is 

maintained self-sufficiently by the government, because corn has a major role in meeting the 

needs of food, feed and domestic industry (Renstra, 2015). Whereas corn production in 2017 

has reached 28.9 million tons. Then the increase in corn production in 2018 to 30 million tons. 

Meanwhile, the demand for corn supply for animal feed and industry reaches 7.8-11.1 million 

tons. However, maize self-sufficiency is still threatened by maize production due to 

population growth of 1.14%/year, scarcity of agricultural labor, climate change and 

conversion of agricultural land. (BPS, 2018). 

The need for corn in Indonesia is increasing, to accompany the need for corn 

consumption, planting productivity must be increased to get high productivity. There will not 

be much that will be planted, but the distance of the seeds should not be too close because the 

closer the distance between the seeds, there will be competition for food sources at the roots 

of the corn which will result in incompatibility in the size of the corn tree and will affect the 

harvest period. 

Increased productivity of corn can also be done by setting the number of seeds per 

planting hole. Rinsema (1993), in order for plants to get high yields, it is necessary to provide 

the best possible growth requirements so that plants can grow and develop quickly. Berkelaar 

(2001), the use of seeds per planting hole has an effect on growth because it directly deals 

with competition between plants in one clump. A smaller number of seeds per planting hole 

will give the plant space to spread and deepen roots. 

Corn plants planted with three seeds per planting hole have a size that is not too high 

but has a stem diameter that is also the same as the stem diameter of corn plants planted with 

one seed per planting hole. Planting three seeds per planting hole generally increases the 

number of individuals in each planting hole and the number of individuals per plot so that the 

leaf surface of the plant is wider, the number of cobs per plant and per plot becomes more. 

The cobs formed were shorter but with the same diameter as the diameter of the cobs of the 
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plants planted with the amount of one seed per planting hole so that there were not too many 

rows in each ear and the seeds in each row were at least 100 seeds weighing the lightest. This 

proves that planting three seeds per planting hole produces seeds with a small size, however, 

because it has a larger number of individual plants so that the dry shells produced by each 

plant and each plot are the heaviest. Planting corn with three seeds per planting hole also 

provides heavier fresh and dry stover. On the other hand, the number of seeds per planting 

hole had a significant effect on the dry weight of the stover where the plants planted with 

three seeds per planting hole had the heaviest dry stover and significantly different from the 

dry weight of the plants planted with two seeds per planting hole and the plants that had two 

seeds per planting hole. planted with the amount of one seed per planting hole which has the 

lightest dry stover. 

Planting corn in addition to paying attention to the number of seeds per hole, it is also 

necessary to observe the depth of planting, because these two factors are very influential in 

plant growth so that corn can grow uniformly and minimize embroidery. Planting depth is 

related to plant vigor, normal seeds from seeds that have good growth strength at optimal 

depths but on the contrary if the depth is less than optimal the seeds will not grow well 

because seeds require optimal space in order to germinate and grow. 

The 5 cm depth treatment had a better percentage of germination and number of leaves 

than other treatments. Germination at 5 cm has 100% germination because it has great energy 

to grow and is supported by an ideal depth for plants. 

Observing this, productivity in corn agriculture must continue to be developed 

supporting innovation tools as a tool in the seed planting process and must also be developed 

to be more efficient, economical and easy to use, to make it easier for corn farmers to carry 

out the seed planting process and maximize the time of farmers to plant seeds. planting corn 

seeds becomes shorter and easier. 

In the process of planting corn seeds in Indonesia itself, most of them are still 

classified as using the traditional method, which only uses wood (tugal) as a seed hole maker 

which is inserted by human labor and the distance between seeds is only estimated by 

farmers, in this way the process of planting seeds requires energy. and a long time if you have 

to plant on a large area and there can be a waste of land if the farmer only thinks about the 

distance between the seeds and it can cause incompatibility to grow on corn seeds which will 

result in the harvest period later. 

 

 
Picture 2.1 wood (tugal) method 

 

While the corn seeder method takes a little faster than the tugal system. However, the 
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weakness of the corn seeder method is the uneven spacing of the corn and causes the corn to 

be positioned untidy. Another problem that often occurs is the number of seeds inserted into 

the hole can be more than 2 or not filled at all, this can affect corn yields and affect the quality 

of the plant, because if there are more than 2 seeds in one hole, then the growth of corn seeds 

will be hampered and branched a lot so that corn plants cannot produce good quality corn. 

 

 
Picture 2.2 corn seeder method 

 

In some areas in Indonesia, the number of human workers is still lacking. This is 

because many residents move to big cities to look for jobs such as employees or work in 

industries. Indonesia investment revealed that according to the Central Statistics Agency, in 

recent years the unemployment rate in urban areas was higher than in rural areas because 

many rural people moved to urban areas in search of job opportunities. This causes many 

farmers difficulties because they need labor to do their work. Especially for farmers who have 

large land without labor. 

Problems in the planting process require a solution. The solution that can be used is to 

make an ergonomic and effective corn seed planting tool that has a striking difference 

compared to existing seed planting tools, namely an automatic corn seed planting tool with a 

remote control system that performs the process of perforating the soil and laying seeds on 4 

lines. at once and the planting process will be monitored and controlled via a mobile 

application and can be watered corn seeds, watering or fertilizing done three times from 

planting to harvesting. A tool that has appropriate technology that is able to streamline work 

time and energy requirements in planting corn seeds. From this simple process, a corn 

planting tool will be developed that is able to make planting holes and can directly insert corn 

seeds into the planting hole with a certain amount and be able to close the planting hole again. 

Thus the problems of corn farmers will be resolved, especially in the process of planting corn 

seeds. 

 

3. Çözüm  

From Some of the existing problems, ApCP was made which can help corn garden 

owners, especially in areas with human resources ApCP (Autopilot Corn Planting) is a tool 

used to plant corn seeds automatically with a remote control system that performs the process 
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of soil perforation and seed placement in 4 lines at once and can water corn seeds. Tool 

design is as shown below.  

 
Picture 3.1 ApCp design 

 

ApCP is divided into 3 main sub-components, namely motor, corn tank or water tank, 

and planting wheel. The motor on the ApCP has dimensions of 900 cm x 400 cm x 500 cm, 

900 cm x 400 cm x 500 cm in the corn and water tanks. The corn tank in this tool can 

accommodate approximately 10 kg. While the water tank can accommodate approximately 

180 liters. The use of this machine starts from data input. The type of data entered is the shape 

of the field, position, area and initial position of the machine. The data will be sent to the 

ApCP control box. ApCP movement and implantation process will be monitored and 

controlled via mobile app. The mechanical planting wheel on this machine is capable of 

making holes with a depth of 5 cm and each hole is filled with 2 corn kernels with a spacing 

of 20 x 60 cm. (20 cm is the distance between holes while 60 cm is the distance between 

lanes). In addition, this machine also has a corn seed container above the control box which is 

equipped with a rotation system that can distribute exactly 2 corn seeds to each planting wheel  

 

Picture 3.2 seed picker with rotation system  
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As for the seed filling process, the first step is to fill the corn kernels into the corn 

container. When the machine starts working, the pipe door will open and release some corn 

kernels then the door will be closed again continuously. Corn seeds that have passed the first 

door will be transferred to the rotary picker located in the control box where every exactly 2 

seeds will be dropped to the bottom end of the tank through the pipe and will enter the hole on 

the planter wheel. The hole hits the bottom plate of the pipe and pushes the plate down so that 

the bottom tank door opens and lets the seeds out. Then the spear at the end of the planter 

wheel will make a hole in the ground along with the placement of corn kernels in it.  

 
Picture 3.3 Planter wheel 

 

   

Picture 3.4 Planter wheel system 

 

To simplify the planting process, the ApCP movement path is carried out by inputting 

the initial route through a mobile application. The rewind movement on the ApCP will 

automatically work when this tool has reached the end of the first line. The planting wheel 

will be lifted so that the planting process does not occur while the machine is rotating. The 

rotation process of this tool is done by stopping the movement of one of the main wheels so 

that the tool can rotate in a predetermined direction. To position the next lane planting 

position, the Apcp walks forward 40 cm and rotates back in the opposite direction so that the 

position of the tool faces the next lane. Then the planting wheel is lowered and the engine is 

up and running again. ApCP walking motion can be seen in the image below (if the shape of 

the field is rectangle). ApCP’s route will adjust to every shape of the field.  
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Picture 3.5 ApCP’s Route 

 

Meanwhile, the watering process is also carried out by inputting data. This watering 

function is design for the plant that have been grow, so the dimension of this system are based 

on the length of each plant. The type of data entered is the shape of the field, position, area 

and initial position of the machine in other words, the data entered is the same data as the 

planting data if their paths are the same. The data will be sent to the ApCP control box. ApCP 

movement and implantation process will be monitored and controlled via mobile app. While 

the ApCP tool itself needs to be carried out several steps, namely removing several 

components such as long pipes, lever rods, and distribution pipes. The implementation is 

shown in the image below. The red line indicates the part that was removed.  
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Picture 3.6 Watering system 

 

Once removed, the water tank is installed and the cable on the water tank is paired 

with the microcontroller on the motor. After that water is filled through the top hole of the 

tank and the water pump can be turned on. After the water sprinkler is on, the motor can be 

run according to the same route as planting. Generally, watering is done 3 times in one cycle 

of corn plants.   

  

4. Yöntem 

Planting is one of the most important activities in the cultivation of secondary crops. 

Until now, planting is generally still done traditionally using makeshift tools, namely tugal. 

Besides being tiring, planting with tugal takes a long time (Tubana Taufiq Andrianto, 2014). 

To overcome this problem, a corn seed planter is available. This planter has the advantage of 

being able to carry out planting activities, drop seeds, and cover seed holes at the same time, 

thereby saving time, energy and costs. Autopilot Corn Planting (ApCP) is a tool for planting 

and watering corn seeds automatically with a remote control system that performs the process 

of perforating the soil and laying seeds on 4 lines at once. The use of this machine starts from 

data input. The type of data entered is the shape of the field, position, area and initial position 

of the machine. The data will be sent to the ApCP control box. ApCP movement and 

implantation process will be monitored and controlled via mobile app. 

Corn seed planting tool, designed to build a tool that once planting activity is able to 

plant 2 corn seeds at the same time parallel to the same distance. So that farmers do not need 

to make a symmetrical line first. On a perforating wheel that is capable of perforating the soil, 

then inserting corn seeds into the hole. In detail, this research discusses the design of product 

development of ergonomic seed planting equipment using an ergonomic approach where the 

design of seed planting equipment is designed based on the problems of users of seed planting 

equipment, especially farmers by considering the following things: Once planting 2 corn 
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seeds at once, Design based on anthropometry , Using durable iron material, Getting effective 

work results, Reducing fatigue due to work. 

This corn seed planting tool moves automatically using a motor as the driving force, 

where this planting tool has a corn tank as a seed container. The seed rotation will rotate 

which will take 2 seeds and enter the distribution pipe to be forwarded to the hole wheel. 

When the planting tool is running, the hole wheel will rotate, then the beak will stick a hole in 

the soil surface and open the beak to remove the seeds and place them at a certain depth. 

The main frame of the seed planting tool is made according to the needs of farmers, in 

use it is expected to be more comfortable and ergonomic. The material used is iron pipe. Seed 

holder (box) made of iron plate with a thickness of 1 mm and has a capacity of 10 kg of corn 

seeds. When the Seed Holder opens, the corn seeds in the Seed Pipe will flow out towards the 

end of the pipe and eventually fall into the ground hole. To cover the ground, a ground cover 

plate is used which is made of a plate with a thickness of 2 mm and a width of 20 mm which 

will automatically close the hole when the wheel is moved backwards. 

In the design of the prototype that is still being carried out, it is hoped that the results 

obtained are a tool capable of planting 2 corn seeds simultaneously with a capacity of 10 kg 

corn seed container container in one planting. Where the mechanical ability of the hole maker 

is able to make the planting hole depth between 5 cm and each hole filled with 2 corn seeds 

which states that the effect of cropping pattern settings on corn shows that with closer 

spacing, the productivity of maize obtained per unit m2 increases. So that the planting tool is 

designed to be able to make a spacing of 20x60 cm, and water the plants simultaneously (3 

times in one plant cycle). The prototype of the design results was tested by pre-test and post-

test. The test results are then evaluated, so that in the end it is expected to produce a prototype 

of a corn seed planting tool that is ergonomic, effective and easy to use and is able to increase 

planting capacity. 

 

 

5. Yenilikçi (İnovatif) Yönü 

There are several aspects of ApCP that have advantages over other tools. The first 

aspect is the punch wheel. The punch wheel allows for hole punching and grain filling on 4 

lanes at once. With the hole wheel system, farmers no longer need to use a time-consuming 

and labor-intensive task system. The second aspect is the corn seed rotation system. This 

system is applied so that exactly 2 corn kernels can be planted in the same hole. This is done 

to avoid excess branches of corn plants because the number of corn seeds planted in one hole 

is too much.  

Because the purpose of ApCP is to make it easier for rice field owners due to lack of 

human resources, therefore ApCP is multifunctional, namely to plant corn seeds and water 

corn plants. The design of the product is also made so that the seed tank, and the hole wheel 

can be disassembled and replaced with a water tank.  

Another innovative aspect is that ApCP also utilizes an automation system where this 

tool will work automatically with remote control. This system is implemented using a 

microcontroller. This system controls all movement of the tool. Tool settings are carried out 

through an application on a smartphone or PC which can also store data / information 
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regarding the planting and watering process so that the data can be reused for further 

planting.  

During the design process, various studies that have been studied are applied, such as 

product design to make a perfect and reasonable tool design, process design to determine the 

process of making a design that is inexpensive and fast. 

 

6. Uygulanabilirlik 

In the future, to socialize ApCP, the next step that will be carried out is to collaborate 

with one of the Eleson I units at the Ministry of Agriculture of the Republic of Indonesia, 

namely  Badan Penelitian dan Pengembangan Pertanian ( Badan Litbang Pertanian) so that 

ApCP can be socialized to the Indonesia people and can be mass produced so that it can help 

the public corn farmers in Indonesia.  

7. Tahmini Maliyet ve Proje Zaman Planlaması 

Estimated cost is based on Indonesian price and not entirily acurate. As for details 

regarding of the estimated cost are shown in the table below. 

Component Detail Quantity price  

mesin diesel 36 HP - 1 14.500.000 

Main wheel 

diameter : 70 

cm 2 1.400.000 

small wheel for seed rod 4 800.000 

Bearing 8 cm 2 565.000 

 1 mm steel plate 1500 x 1000 1 

 

989.000  

 2 mm steel plate 1500 x 1000 1 1.450.000 

Rod steel d 40 mm 800 cm 3 2.010.000 

steel pipe d 41 mm 1800 cm 2 840.000 

mini water pump 12v 1 250.000 

gears d 20cm 4 225.000 

water sprinkle  - 2 100.000 

PVC pipe d 30 mm 6 meter 1 250.000 

chain - 2 80000 

Mikrokontroler - 1 140000 

nut and bolt  stainless steel   100000 

    Total 22.710.000 

Table 7.1 estimated cost 

For the estimated cost, ApCP is cheap considering several advantages possessed by 

this machine such as planting corn seeds and watering them. When compared with the price 

of a tractor which is almost the same but only has a function to plow the fields. ApCP is also 

superior in its autopilot function, so it can be said that this tool is worth it for use by 

consumers in processing their fields. 

The production schedule for July to September is shown in the table below. 
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Job desk/date 
Juli august September 

on duty name 
1 10 20 31 10 20 31 10 20 30 

Material preparing                      

All team 

members 

Making Planter wheel                      Jody, Rama 

Making water tank, corn 

tank and motor space                     Clarissa, Jody 

making all the pipe                      Dedi, Clarissa 

frame assembly  dan 

painting                     

All team 

members 

 motor dan mikrokontroler 

assembly                     

All team 

members 

Product trial and inspection                      

All team 

members 

Table 7.2 Scheduling plan 

  

8. Proje Fikrinin Hedef Kitlesi (Kullanıcılar):  

The target of the ApCP product is the owners of corn fields, especially in Indonesia. 

Many workers from rural areas move to urban areas to work in industrial areas. Because of 

this, human resources in rural areas are decreasing and making it difficult for field owners to 

manage their fields, while the need for corn is increasing every year and becomes the second 

staple food in Indonesia. With the ApCP, it is hoped that it will help field owners in Indonesia 

to manage their fields.  

9. Riskler 

  Problems that are expected to appear at the time of implementation are in 

programming. This is because the information or insight of the team is still lacking in the field 

of programming languages. However, the plan B that will be used if this problem occurs is to 

contact people who are experts in programming languages. The team must have contacted this 

person themselves and that person is willing to provide guidance regarding programming 

languages. In addition to programming language problems, the implementation process is 

considered to be quite smooth.  

  The materials risk are define on the table below. 

Materials function risk 

risk 

precentage 

rod 

for holding the plater 

wheels bending damage 20% 

gears and For rotating the planter chains break 10% 
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Table 9.1 Risk table 

 

10. Proje Ekibi 

Team leader: Clarissa Della Hendraputri 

Name and surname Role in the project school With the project or the 

problem relevant 

experience 

Clarissa Della Hp. 
Leader, product design 

or modeling, translator 

(grammar team) 

University of Surabaya, 

Indonesia 

6th semester at 

manufacturing and 

machine engineering. 

Have studied about 

product design lesson, 

3D modeling, machine 

element,physics, ext. 

Dedi Hermanto 
Vice Leader, report 

writer 

University of Surabaya, 

Indonesia 

2nd semester at 

manufacturing and 

machine engineering. 

Have studied about 

product design lesson, 

machine element, 

physics, ext. 

Albertus Agung Jody 
Member, product design 

or modeling 

University of Surabaya, 

Indonesia 

4th semester at 

manufacturing and 

machine engineering 

Have studied about 

product design lesson, 

3D modeling, machine 

element, physics, ext. 

Laksana Ramadha P.A. Member, Report writer 
University of Surabaya, 

Indonesia 

2nd semester at 

manufacturing and 

machine engineering. 

Have studied about 

product design lesson, 

machine element, 

physics, ext. 

Yehezkiel Dandy F.P. 
Member, Report writer, 

Administrator 

University of Surabaya, 

Indonesia 

4th semester at 

manufacturing and 

machine engineering 

chain wheels 

Bearing 

For rotating the planter 

wheels 

stuck or won't 

rotating 10% 

Sprinkle 

cable for watering 

electrical 

breakdown 

because of the 

water 5% 
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Name and surname Role in the project school With the project or the 

problem relevant 

experience 

Have studied about 

product design lesson, 

3D modeling, machine 

element, physics, ext 

Timotius William A. 
Member, report writer, 

translator (grammar 

team) 

University of Surabaya, 

Indonesia 

2nd semester at 

manufacturing and 

machine engineering. 

Have studied about 

product design lesson, 

machine element, 

physics, ext. 

Cindi Friskila A. 
Member, product design 

or modeling, translator 

(grammar team) 

University of Surabaya, 

Indonesia 

6th semester at 

manufacturing and 

machine engineering. 

Have studied about 

product design lesson, 

3D modeling, machine 

element,physics, ext. 

Bagas Bryan S. Member, Report writer 
University of Surabaya, 

Indonesia 

2nd semester at 

manufacturing and 

machine engineering. 

Have studied about 

product design lesson, 

machine element, 

physics, ext. 
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